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0 of 1 review helpful Fabulous By David Stang Most of us will never get to have bears in the basement or to walk in 
the woods with bear cubs or to stick our heads into a bear s den to see how things are going So if our only bear contact 
has been through TV this book will be valuable Kilham writes well enough that he largely disappears from the story 
and you can imagine doing what he is doing learning wha A first person account of wild bear behavior that is both a 
thrilling animal story and a groundbreaking work of science In the spring of 1993 Ben Kilham a naturalist who lives in 
the woodlands of New Hampshire began raising a pair of orphaned wild black bears The experience changed his life 
While spending thousands of hours with the cubs Kilham discovered unknown facets of bear behavior that have 
radically revised our understanding of animal beh com When naturalist Kilham was asked to take in two orphaned 
black bear cubs the conventional wisdom was that he would end up with 200 pound brutes too dependent to leave 
home So Kilham decided to try his own unconventional method he raised them in their n 
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said 487809 was 434749 with 423779 at 408185  pdf download growing up as a kid who loved comic books i spent 
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